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Harmony or Discord under Transnational Law?
It is an ancient hope of mankind that the
nations will come, in time, to resolve their
conflicts by law and not by force. It is a more
modern hope that they will cooperate to
secure their common future, and that the
instrument of their cooperation will again be
law. By insensible steps, the demand for a
‘law of nations’ that will govern the external
dealings between states has led to the erec-
tion of transnational legislatures which
regulate the dealings not only between one
state and another but between each state
and its citizens. Much of the internal legisla-
tion of sovereign powers now originates in
transnational bureaucracies, whose
accountability seems to diminish as their
powers of legislation grow. People of all
temperaments and political persuasions are
troubled by this, but what
can and should be done to
change it? Or ought we sim-
ply to accept transnational
legislation as an inevitable
part of the political and eco-
nomic forces that are now
transforming the globe?

Transnational legislation
originates now in two sepa-
rate sources: the United
Nations and its associated
or subordinate institutions
(the ILO, UNCTAD, the
WTO, the WHO etc.), and
the European Union and its
Commission. Criticism of the UN has led to
a withholding of funds by the United States,
on which the UN largely depends. But it has
led to no appreciable self-criticism by the
institution itself, nor to any attempt to make
its powers and procedures more account-
able and more scrutable to those affected
by them.

In the case of the European Com-
mission, no national government seems to
have either the will or the power to cut off its
funding. The discovery that a third of the
European Union’s massive budget is unac-
counted for, the refusal by the auditors to
endorse the accounts, the proof of wide-
spread corruption, the public ridiculing of
absurd regulations and petty-fogging laws
— all this has been met by silence. The
Commissioners have responded to the
proof of their corruption and incompetence
by coolly denying it. Romano Prodi has
addressed British anxieties about the
Union’s powers by saying that he wishes the
sovereign states of Europe to maintain their
sovereignty, but that the best way of achiev-
ing this is through an ‘ever closer union’.
Blatant self-contradiction, mind-numbing
Newspeak and insolent rebuttals all con-
spire to create the impression of a mysteri-
ous and wholly unanswerable power, whose
ambitions are unlimited and whose march is

unstoppable. At the same time, it is argued,
we need the European Union, if we are to
be masters and not victims of our common
fate.

As the accountability of transnational
legislatures diminishes, however, so does
their legitimacy. People feel no real compul-
sion to obey a law imposed upon them by
bureaucrats whom they can neither elect
nor eject. Hence there is a growing problem
of enforcement. Up until now transnational
institutions have relied upon national gov-
ernments to enforce their laws. Some do
this; some don’t. In the United Kingdom all
laws, whatever their provenance, are
enforced with equal severity. Hence
European regulations which are manifest
jokes — such as the regulation which crimi-

nalises the use of our tradi-
tional weights and mea-
sures — are enforced with
a literal-minded devotion to
a wholly imaginary idea of
justice. Elsewhere such
regulations are treated
more light-heartedly and,
failing the creation of a
transnational police force,
are quickly forgotten.

This illustrates the para-
doxical nature of trans-
national legislation, which
both defies national sover-
eignty, and at the same

time requires national sovereignty for its
enforcement. The more transnational
bureaucrats abuse national sovereignty, the
less will they achieve. This was discovered
by UNESCO and the UN. It may even be the
nemesis of the European Union and the
WTO. Meanwhile, however, the tide of legis-
lation continues to flow. The WTO, whose
sudden emergence as a legislative machine
has surprised the most hardened UN-
watchers, has begun to impose on the
developing nations laws that their citizens
would probably never impose on them-
selves. Even the WHO, whose remit is to
combat communicable diseases, has decid-
ed to distribute law rather than vaccines,
devoting its resources to dreaming up
world-wide legislation against the tobacco
industry — legislation that will wreak fiscal
chaos wherever it is enforced and which
therefore will be systematically evaded. The
effect in both cases will be to undermine the
rule of law, precisely in those places where
law is most in need of international backing.

Our contributors take opposing sides on
globalisation and its consequences, and
raise vital questions about the possibility of
an accountable form of transnational gover-
nance. It is in this area that the most
important battles between freedom and
control will now be fought.
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‘global governance’ agenda — that would
inflict enormous damage on the present
jobs and future prospects of millions. It
would narrow or even block the escape
routes out of poverty.

These groups are extremely diverse;
but most of them are highly critical of one
or more of the following: capitalism, multi-
national companies, market economies,
free trade and global flows of capital. And
their idea of transnational governance is to
use regulation to roll back the clock to a
less uncertain, but also economically more
stagnant, world.

Globalisation has certainly altered the
landscape. In 1945, most companies oper-
ated within a single country and for home
markets; international telephone calls cost
a fortune and the world’s first computer,
which had just been built, was a huge
Rube Goldberg machine with half a million
soldered joints. Even in 1973, when the
system of fixed currencies collapsed,
foreign exchange markets traded $1.5

billion a day; now it is more than $1,500
billion. The market value of the biggest
global corporations exceeds the GDP of
half the UN’s members. The pace of
change is accelerating; it took the Internet
only four years to reach its first 50 million
users; for radio, it took 38 years.
Globalisation is a great enabling force; but
it has put the postwar institutions, which
were built for an international, not a global
world, under strain. Most of them have not
adapted.

The obvious question is whether the
concept of transnational governance
describes something genuinely new. Are
rules being sought, or channels created
that go beyond the old international, mean-
ing essentially intergovernmental, diplo-
macy? How important is it to cut across
institutional lines and develop partnerships
between international organisations and
the private sector? Or is this really a case
of the elephant and the mouse — you
remember, the one that panicked when the
wee beastie ran up its trunk? Both politi-
cians, and international organisations like
the World Bank which should know better,
are responding to the antiglobalisation
backlash pretty much like that elephant.
They need to sort out the serious chal-
lenges from the myths. These are some of
the myths.

Transnational is a fairly new word — it
doesn’t appear in a 1947 complete Oxford
I have at home. It ought in theory to be a
useful, and neutral, description of entities
or activities that spread across national
boundaries. But it is not neutral; already by
the 197Os, it was being used by left-
wingers as a form of abuse — as in
‘transnational corporation’; and it has
retained its pejorative connotations today,
even though the policy debate, in my view,
is no longer between left and right but
between liberalism or, if you prefer,
libertarianism, and interventionism.
‘Governance’ ought also to have its uses.
You need a wider and more flexible word
than ‘government’ to describe the interac-
tions between politicians, judiciary,
business, consumers and media in the
organisation of societies. But ‘transnational
governance’ is a Humpty Dumpty bit of jar-
gon; it means what the user wants it to
mean.

And that is why we need to pay atten-
tion to transnational governance. It is a
buzzword that could either produce sensi-
ble additions to the rules of the road, mak-
ing a globally integrated economy function
more smoothly; or it could be used as a
virtuous-sounding excuse for over-
regulation, a backlash against the tide of
economic liberalism that has swept much
of the world over the past two decades and
which, beginning with freer trade and com-
plemented by new technologies, has
created huge new economic opportunities.

The backlash started earlier, but it hit
the headlines at Seattle last year.
Anti-globalisation protesters in Seattle
succeeded in scuttling a new global round
of trade liberalisation; and in Washington
and Prague this year they turned their
wrath on the World Bank and International
Monetary Fund. These riots have shown
mostly Western-led single-issue pressure
groups at their most destructively irrespon-
sible — and inherently paternalistic. They
claim to speak for the ‘developing world’,
for the rights of workers and the health of
the planet; they want, as Martin Wolf has
put it, ‘to protect the poor from the process
that delivered their own remarkable pros-
perity.’ If some at least of their demands
were accepted — in particular, the
demands to incorporate labour and envi-
ronmental standards into global trade
negotiations, which is a central plank of the

MMyth 1yth 1 Governments are losing control in
a world governed by ‘arbitrary, experimen-
tal acts of giant self-interested corpora-
tions, bankers and speculators’. The quote
is from a statement put out in 1998 as the
‘Sienna Declaration’ of the International
Forum on Globalisation — a network that
just happens to be based in San Francisco,
not Dacca or Dar-es-Salaam in the
so-called Third World. This selfselected
forum is working on a manifesto for ‘global
democracy’ which would define new rules
for globalisation that bypassed the ‘unde-
mocratic’World Bank, IMF and World Trade
Organisation. It includes dozens of over-
whelmingly Western-based pressure
groups.
FFact act Governments are pretty solidly — in
many instances, all too solidly — in control.
There is no such thing as a totally unregu-
lated market anywhere in the world; in con-
tinental Europe, it is over-regulation that
has kept unemployment stubbornly high
and even in Britain, over-regulation is once
again a risk. In addition, all corporations
need clear rules to do business: laws of
contract, transparent tax regimes, accept-
ed rules on property rights, etc. Foreign
direct investment avoids countries without
these frameworks, banks are reluctant to
lend to them and speculators have no busi-
ness there.

But globally based production does
present governments with one increasingly
serious challenge, which is that lower
income and corporate taxes are also a part
of the competition to attract investment.
This means that consumption taxes, which
are regressive, will form a much bigger
part of the tax take; social spending
policies will have to reflect that reality.

MMyth 2yth 2 Globalisation may accelerate
growth, but it benefits the rich at the
expense of the poor. The integration of
countries in the global economy, the aim of
Bretton Woods policies, has short-term
devastating effects, increasing income
inequalities and social disparities.
FFact act The gap has widened not because,
with mainly African exceptions, the poor
have got poorer but because growth else-
where has been faster. Slower growth
would narrow the gap but not benefit the
poorest. Globalisation cannot be blamed
for poverty in North Korea, Afghanistan or
Iran; on the contrary, the evidence is that
countries isolated from the international
economy stay poor. Integration accelerates
growth, and growth is absolutely neces-
sary to reducing poverty. A detailed recent
study of 80 countries over four decades
showed that in all but six the incomes of
the poor rose almost precisely in step with
every extra percentage point of growth —
and in the same proportion as the popula-
tion as a whole. That is as true of the ‘new
economy’ as it was before 1980.
Globalisation raises incomes, and the poor
get their full share of that rise.
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MMyth 3yth 3 IMF and World Bank ‘structural
adjustment’ reforms damage the most vul-
nerable people in poor countries. (This is a
key contention of those who argue for
wider participation of ‘civil society’ in trans-
national governance.)
FFactact Badly run economies are forced in
the end to adjust, and the question is
whether they do so in an orderly, planned
way or break down in disorder — as
Zimbabwe is doing now. Furthermore, the
evidence is that policies which cut inflation
and public spending actually improve the
distribution of income, to the benefit of the
poorest. Public spending, almost without
exception, benefits the middle classes
most; and when it is too high, it damages
the poor by cutting into growth. But the
World Bank is caving in and promises that
its client countries will in future design their
own programmes of reform.

MMyth 4yth 4 Free markets pollute and globali-
sation is leading to environmental degra-
dation on a planetary scale. This is
‘inherent to the dynamics of the market
economy’.
FFactact Closed and command economies
have produced far more serious pollution
than market economies; the Aral Sea,
Czech forests, and air pollution in Chinese
cities are the most obvious examples.

But it is also both technically feasible
and urgent to help developing countries to
avoid the pollution that went with the
West’s industrial revolution, above all by
sharing technology. This is happening, but
more could be done.

MMyth 5yth 5 Mobile capital and production,
combined with free trade, drive down
wages in a ‘race to the bottom’.
FFactact Free trade produces losers as well as
winners and globalisation may temporarily
exacerbate income inequalities. But free
trade is also the strongest engine of
growth, which in turn raises productivity
and wages; and there is no evidence that
free trade undermines labour standards.
Wages are only one factor in decisions to
invest; skills and stability are at least as
important; but poor countries need to be
free to exploit their comparative advan-
tages, which include lower labour costs.
That is how they get richer; and what are
rock bottom wages to Western trade
unions are wages that make workers who
seek these jobs better off. Relatively high
wages in leading economies can indeed
lead to capital flows to emerging markets;
but that is a plus, not a minus. And if glob-
alisation were stealing jobs from workers in

rich nations, as trade unions complain,
how come American unemployment is
around 4% at a time when real wages are
growing? To force governments artificially
to raise labour costs would price many
people out of jobs, be a massive infringe-
ment of individual liberties and delay their
countries’ development. Yet that is a
serious prospect.

What makes transnational governance
dangerous is that governments and inter-
national institutions, which should be cele-
brating and promoting globalisation as the
most potent weapon against poverty in
human history, are instead apologising for
it and promising to civilise, which means to
constrain it. That is not to say that rules of
the road do not matter; they can be hugely
beneficial. The GATT regime is an exam-
ple, and needs to be more fully extended to
financial services and e-commerce, not to
mention an end to the industrialised
world’s scandalous agricultural protection-
ism. As the genetics and biotechnology
revolution takes off, it will be hugely impor-
tant to strike the right balance between
intellectual property rights and the sharing
of knowledge. But if you agree, as I do, with
Larry Summers that ‘rapid market-led
growth is the most potent weapon against
poverty that mankind has ever known’, it
would be both tragic and morally wrong to
‘civilise’ globalisation by hobbling econom-
ic freedom. And this would not be the first
time this had happened; remember that
before 1914, global markets were if any-
thing even more integrated than they are
today; the retreat from openness was a
disaster. This time, globalisation is free of
the taint of colonialism, and the knowledge
economy has enormous potential to liber-
ate because brains, which everyone has,
will matter more than resource base or
infrastructure, and high-tech labour
markets are exceptionally open to
women’s talents. Globalisation already has
its ‘human face’; it wears the smile of
opportunities created by the lowering of
geographical, financial and technological
barriers. But there is nothing irreversible
about globalisation. That is what the pro-
testers hope. It is what I fear.The challenge
for transnational governance, properly
understood, is to form and maintain
defences against a new Luddism march-
ing, under the banner of human rights,
against the exercise of individual liberty,
cutting people off from a world where their
choices are wider than ever before. But
there are few signs that the challenge of
the new Luddism is being taken up.

Rosemary Righter is chief leader writer for The Times and author of Utopia Betrayed.

The disintegration of the West European
empires in the sixties and seventies was fol-
lowed by several decades of breast-beating and
quite unwarranted  feelings of guilt. Though
there have been some signs among writers, and
even academics, that opinion is beginning to
change and quite reputable historians in the
Anglo-American world have recognised the
many advantages the British Empire, for
instance, had for all its participants, willing and
not so willing, the more wide-spread consensus
has remained severely anti-imperialist. Or so
they say. In fact, it is often the same consensus
of ‘accepted opinion’ that has pushed Western
foreign policy into a new direction: that of
human rights and transnational organisations.
The ideal, as put forward by politicians and,
above all, lawyers is a global understanding of
what human rights are and a group of global or
regional organisations that will enforce them. 

The most advanced of these organisations
is the new European Rapid Reaction Force. It
has two purposes. One is the advancement of
the EU Common Foreign and Security Policy,
whose main purpose is to strengthen the notion
of the European Union as a state. The other is
to carry out the so-called Petersberg tasks.
These are ill-defined but apparently well-
meaning. They range from rescue of personnel
to peace-keeping and even peace-making any-
where in the world where the situation is not in
accordance with the EU’s or its elite’s notions
of human rights.  

Should this force ever become operational
it will have no geographical or old-fashioned
political limitations. Its purpose will not be
defence of the realm or of vital interests. The
EU is not a realm and has no vital interests. The
Rapid Reaction Force will act as a collective
Superman, flying round the world sorting out
problems whether it has been asked to do so or
not; whether it understands the developments
or not. Having sorted the problems out it will
— well — what? Stay on and continue to run
affairs? 

Presumably, it will simply depart having
most probably worsened the situation by its
intervention.

This is the new imperialism: we claim the
right to intervene but will not shoulder the bur-
den of responsibility. That way we can show
ourselves to be virtuous without any of the
attendant difficulties.

The New Imperialism —
intervention without

responsibility
Helen Szamuely

Helen Szamuely writes on politics and
translates Russian poetry.

Ongoing from Nice Summit: signatories to
Charter of Fundamental Rights and discussion
of Rapid Reaction Force.
Ongoing: creation of an International Criminal
Court. Will it have universal jurisdiction or will
US nationals be exempt? Ratification into
British law expected in the current session.

The World: What’s on Guide February 2001 UN conference on Financing
for Development.
May 2001 Intense negotiations on climate
change, following the breakdown at The Hague 
May 2001 World Health Organisation (WHO)
Assembly to discuss dangerous diseases.
May 2001 If Labour win the General Election,
their ‘Five Economic Tests’ will be reviewed to

prepare Britain for integration into the EU.
July 2001 The G7 will meet in Genoa, Italy.
August 2001 UN conference on racism and
xenophobia in South Africa.
2002 WHO Assembly may consider a
convention for tobacco control.
2002 2nd follow-up conference for the Earth
Summit in Cape Town, South Africa.
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Utopia Lost — The United Nations and
World Order by Rosemary Righter,
The Twentieth Century Fund, 1995. A
thorough-going account of the UN and
its subordinate institutions, of the
needs that they were founded to serve,
and of their failure to deliver what was
promised.

Unravelling Global Apartheid: an
overview of world politics by Titus
Alexander. Polity Press 1996. An
overview of world politics highlighting
the dangers protectionism by the West
against developing countries with sug-
gestions for effective multilateral gov-
ernance on global issues.

Goodbye America by Mike
Rowbotham. Jon Carpenter, 2000. The
ability of the transnational financial
system to manufacture money causes
both globalisation and third-world debt
argues Rowbotham. 

Ich war Europa-Abgeordnete by
Johanna Christina Grund, Munich
1995, ISBN 3-9803875-2-6. The story
of one courageous MEP’s battle for a
Europe based on the Swiss rather than
the American model, as a confedera-
tion of sovereign nation-states.

Europe: A Concise Encyclopedia of
the European Union from Aachen to
Zollverein by Rodney Leach. Profile
Books, 3rd ed. 2000. An alphabetical
guide to the people, institutions and
acronyms the European Union.

‘Rules of the Road’ are the essence of glob-
al governance. The bodies which make and
enforce global rules are a form of world gov-
ernment as important for our security and
prosperity as our national government. The
question about who makes and enforces the
rules, and how they are accountable to the
people they affect, is a central questions for
the twenty-first century. Whether you are for
or against economic liberalism, the prior
question is, how can global rule-making
become democratic? Without democracy the
rules lack legitimacy.

The following examples show why inter-
national rules are not technical matters:

r 

                  

Under the rules of ICAO, the International
Civil Aviation Organisation, airline fuel cannot
be taxed. This gives airlines and exports
unfair advantages over ground travel and
local economies, distorting trade and depriv-
ing governments of potential revenue.
r 

  

Chernobyl demonstrated that the safety
of nuclear reactors, governed by the
International Atomic Energy Agency, affects
people beyond national borders.
r

  

Under world trade (WTO) rules, methods
of production cannot be considered under
national trade rules, so that concerns about
growth hormones in beef, genetically modi-
fied organisms, environmental damage or
human rights abuses cannot be used to
exclude products from national markets.
r 

  

Enforcement of world trade rules includes
‘collective punishment’ of unrelated produc-
ers, so that the livelihoods of thousands of
small producers in Europe are threatened by
retaliatory action by the US due to a dispute
over the banana trade.

Whatever you think about those particular
examples, the lack of accountability and legit-
imacy should be of serious concern. If you
tolerate the lack of accountability when you
happen to agree with the rules, you can’t
complain if rule-makers start to pursue a dif-
ferent agenda.

There are thousands of rules like these,
drawn up by government officials working
through hundreds of international agencies
and conventions. These are all extensions of
the executive, not the legislative branch of
government, but with relatively little reference
to Ministers, let alone parliaments. Politicians
from a few countries often play a strategic
role in setting the agenda, promoting or
blocking specific rules, but civil servants,
NGOs and businesses are more active in
proposing, amending and opposing rule
changes.

International rules govern large areas of
life today – communications, energy, environ-
ment, food, health, jobs, money, trade and
travel. Life without them is hard to imagine
now, since it would mean direct personal
arrangements for any transaction involving
people in other countries. Whether there are
too many or too few rules, the right or the
wrong rules, is the stuff of democratic politics.
However, there are few opportunities for peo-
ple to raise questions. We in the West hardly
notice these rules because the most powerful
international institutions are extensions of

western governments, but our experience
would be very different if China, India or Latin
America had been dominant.

It is time to recognise that we already
have a form of world government. It consists
of institutions such as the central banking
system, the G8, Security Council, World
Trade Organisation, IMF, World Bank, Paris
Club, NATO, OECD and hundreds of agen-
cies dealing with refugees, telecommunica-
tions and other issues, as well as internation-
al treaties, laws and customs commonly
accepted. Much of the global constitution is
unwritten and the reach of global governance
is very uneven. In many poor countries inter-
national state institutions, like the World Bank
or IMF, have more power to direct policy and
resources than elected governments.

Democratic participation is necessary for
good governance. Open, accountable deci-
sion-making reduces arbitrary power and
exposes decision-makers to new ideas. The
economist Amartya Sen pointed out that
democratic India never had a famine because
its people could kick up a fuss, whereas mil-
lions died of starvation in totalitarian China,
although it had the means to feed its own
people.

The question is, how can the world’s peo-
ple have an effective voice in international
decision-making. Making all decisions subject
to each national parliament would give every
country a veto, as in the ill-fated League of
Nations. Decision-making would be paral-
ysed, preventing all international rule-making.
But a directly elected world parliament would
not necessarily be more democratic.
Sponsorship by special interests – such as
corporations, religions or large NGOs could
colonise global elections; international institu-
tions could use a world parliament to create a
cloak of legitimacy, and powerful govern-
ments would not necessarily feel bound by it
anyway.

Accountability means that decision-mak-
ing must be transparent. Chief executives of
international agencies must be subject to reg-
ular scrutiny, in public, by people informed of
their work and its impact. Draft agreements
must be public from the start, so that people
can lobby on specific points. Elected parlia-
mentarians and civil society must take part in
shaping international policies, and not just the
better off NGOs and corporations.
Governments and international agencies
must reach out to the world’s majority about
strategic decisions, in their own languages,
through radio, surveys and non-traditional
methods. International agreements must
have the overwhelming consent of represen-
tatives of the world’s people, through the
United Nations. The UN in turn must become
more accountable and effective as the world’s
chief deliberative and policy-making forum.
All international agreements must have a rig-
orous review mechanism to ensure that they
are implemented and commitments kept.
Finally, effective enforcement mechanisms
are needed to curb the ability of states to
ignore international law.
Titus Alexander is founder of Charter 99, the
campaign for global democracy.

wwwwwwwwwwww ....
www.govspot.com/categories/
worldgovernment.htm direct links to
all the government pages you might be
after.

www.un.org takes you to the United
Nations homepage. Browse for a guide
to the departments, news, projects and
photographs.

www.europa.eu.int takes you to the
European Union homepage. View
‘Legislation in force’ and ‘legislation in
the pipeline’.

www.euobserver.com a useful news
and information page on EU activities.

www.charter99.org Charter 99 is call-
ing for accountability and democracy in
global governance. Look at the website
to get a feel for the campaign.

             


